“WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT PROTEUS”
Richard Galloway

A

s the owner of Enduro
Cars Replica C Type
JLF 326, I can proudly
claim to possess a thing
of exquisite beauty, a veritable work
of art. The great design houses of the
automobile world very occasionally,
but rarely, manage to come up with a
design that is so artistically and
pleasingly perfect that it can claim
immortality. The C Type Jaguar and
its successor, the D Type ,are incontrovertible proof of this claim.
Enduro Cars., now Proteus, has managed to recreate what in all respects
other than originality, is a perfect
clone of the car that Duncan Hamilton drove to victory at Le Mans, and
all this at a realistic price, that quite
frankly points to something not far
short of a miracle.

The quality of the engineering
and materials used throughout, the fitment and set up of
all that functions and is there
to touch, use and enjoy,
commands instant attention.
One is left with a massive
urge to be numbered within
the elect of those fortunate
enough to have staked their
claim to be identified as a person responsible for the birth
of such a beautiful car.
The experience of placing an
order, of being involved in
each and every step in the
manufacture, assembly and
fitment of your own C Type
Replica and being welcomed and included in all that
goes on at Proteus under the
inspired leadership of Matt
Beverley, Chairman of Proteus Cars, leading up to the
birth and delivery of your car
is indeed a heady experience
and the equal of few other
highlights in my life.
Richard Galloway

Part of the friendly and effective Proteus family with their latest baby...
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